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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a valve for dy-
namic balancing of the flow rates of thermal carrier fluid
independent of the fluctuations of pressure in hydraulic
systems in an environment of HVAC (heating, ventilation
and air conditioning) and of distribution of sanitary water
and automatic regulation of the flow rate of feeding of
terminal units, heat exchangers, fan coils, AHU batteries,
metering units and the like.
[0002] In the scope defined, the abovementioned
valves, known as PICV (pressure independent control
valves) whereof a schematic representation (typical but
not the only one possible) is given in the accompanying
Fig. 1, are multifunction instruments typically made up of
a functional unit "Δp" suitable for maintaining constant
the differential pressure between upstream and down-
stream of a functional unit "Kv", the latter being made up
of at least one orifice whose area of passage can be
made to vary up to total closure by means of manual
actuation and/or by means of an actuator "M" of whatso-
ever kind.
[0003] Knowing that by fixing the area of passage of
an orifice and maintaining the pressure differential be-
tween its upstream and its downstream constant means
that the volumetric rate of flow which can pass through
it is fixed, the PICV valves therefore carry out typically
the following functions:

1) manual presetting of the maximum rate of flow
which can transit through the open valve; maintain-
ing of the flow rate set independently of the fluctua-
tions of the pressures in the hydraulic system which
follow the variation required or undergone of the con-
ditions of use in the various branches of the system
and of the utilities connected thereto;
2) motorised modulation of the flow rate regulated
between the maximum presetting value and the oth-
er possible regulated reductions;
3) on-off function, i.e. the change from position of
flow rate regulated to stop of the flow rate and vice
versa, both for the purpose of energy saving and
saving in maintenance, function performed manually
and/or by means of an actuator.

[0004] Referring to the diagram of Fig. 1, typically the
functional unit "Δp" assigned to function 2), i.e. maintain-
ing constant the pressure differential P2-P3 on either side
of the regulation unit "Kv", is made with a cut-off which
chokes an orifice, cut-off actuated by a diaphragm which
senses the differential pressure P2-P3: when the varia-
tions in pressures upstream of the valve P1 or down-
stream of the valve P3 seek to vary also the differential
P2-P3, the diaphragm senses an imbalance in the design
value and therefore moves the lamination cut-off which
will vary the differential P1-P2 in an opposed manner so
that the value P2-P3 will be restored to the design one.
[0005] This balancing of the flow rate independently of

the fluctuations of the pressures, to be considered in itself
known, will be described in greater detail here below with
reference to the drawings of the valve according to the
invention.
[0006] The functional unit "Kv" is assigned to perform
the other functions 1), 3) and 4).
[0007] The function 1) of presetting is typically per-
formed by an orifice/cut-off pair wherein the position of
the cut-off relative to the orifice is made to change with
manual mechanical operations, typically on installation
of the valve or in any case during one-off regulation or
maintenance of the system, consequently varying the ar-
ea of passage and therefore the maximum rate of flow
which from that time onwards may traverse it.
[0008] The function 3 of modulation of the flow rate is
typically performed by an orifice/cut-off pair wherein the
position of the cut-off relative to the orifice and therefore
the resulting area of passage is made to change mechan-
ically by an actuator (thermostatic, thermoelectric, elec-
tromechanical, solenoid, managed with direct feedback
from the valve or remote, etc.) during the normal regime
of functioning of the system so as to vary the rate of flow
which may traverse the valve in order to modify in time
the point of regulation of the end unit or branch controlled
by the valve.
[0009] The on-off function 4) is typically performed by
an orifice/cut-off pair wherein the cut-off is brought, man-
ually or by means of an actuator of whatsoever kind, to
occlude totally the area of the orifice so as to inhibit the
flowing of the thermal carrier fluid to the subsequent com-
ponents of the system.
[0010] Given the high number of components neces-
sary for performing functions 1)→4) and the high cost of
the raw material (normally brass), typically used for the
manufacture of the valves to be mounted on pipes small
in diameter whereon the greater sales are made, the ten-
dency of producers of this type of valve is that of grouping
together the functions relative to the management of the
flow rate 1), 3) and 4) in the smallest possible number of
orifice/cut-off pairs to the extent that one of the solutions
of greatest success sees all three of these functions per-
formed by a single orifice whereon single mobile cut-off
equipment acts, as shown schematically in the accom-
panying Figs. 2a and 2b, having the following features:

- the end of the cut-off 1 which interacts with the orifice
2 is connected to a rod 3 to form mobile equipment
4 with respect to the valve body 5, which can trans-
late with respect to the orifice for a given stroke
length;

- the mobile equipment can be made to slide between
two positions of maximum and minimum opening,
separated by the given stroke, both by a mechanism
with manual action and by the action of any linear
actuator 6 mounted integrally with the valve body;

- the movement of the end of the cut-off consequent
to the translation of the mobile equipment with re-
spect to the orifice varies the area of passage avail-
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able for the flow and therefore allows action to be
taken on the flow rate;

- when the linear actuator is in the fully open position
and the mobile equipment is positioned at the posi-
tion of maximum opening, the area of passage avail-
able for the flow is the maximum allowed by the valve
and corresponds to the maximum presettable flow
rate (Fig. 2a);

- when the linear actuator is in the fully open position,
by making the mobile equipment 4 translate manu-
ally with respect to the orifice by a certain portion of
the stroke available (whether it can be done with the
actuator 6 mounted or it has to be momentarily re-
moved from the valve) the area of passage available
to the flow is gradually narrowed, in this way limiting
the maximum rate of flow which can pass through
the valve or the operation of presetting is performed
as per function 1) (Fig. 2b);

- the end of the cut-off which interacts with the orifice
also has such a geometry that once pressed by the
manual actuation or by the actuator on an appropri-
ate seat at the orifice 2 it interrupts the flow allowing
the on-off function.

[0011] Once the translation for the required presetting
has been performed, having used an appropriate portion
of the stroke available, the mobile equipment then has
to be moved further to perform the function of modulation
of the flow rate 3) wherein, in order to modulate the flow
rate in time, the linear actuator mounted on the valve
body further varies the position of the mobile equipment
between the presetting position set and the minimum
opening.
[0012] The functional limit of this solution therefore ap-
pears clear.
[0013] As illustrated in Figures 2a and 2b, according
to one of the possible working methods, the action of
manual presetting moves the end part of the rod of the
cut-off equipment 4 away from the presser 7 of the actu-
ator 6, thus making sure that during the subsequent
phase of control modulating the movement of the presser
no effect arises until it has once again reached the ter-
minal end of the rod, all this however using a portion of
the stroke, limited, made available by the actuator.
[0014] Therefore the stroke which can be used for the
modulating regulation is reduced, with respect to the
maximum one available, by the section used at presetting
for the limitation of the maximum rate of flow which can
traverse the valve: the regulation of the flow rate between
the maximum ceiling and the minimum value allowed by
the structure of the valve must therefore be distributed
over a residual length which can also be very small (es-
pecially in heating systems where work is carried out with
minimum flow rates), length over which the errors due to
the inevitable mechanical, dimensional and coupling tol-
erances of the various components and of the actuator
will be found to weigh increasingly in percentage terms,
reducing in parallel the capacities for regulation of the

valve and the precision of the regulation itself.
[0015] The valves disclosed in WO 2006/136158 A1
and WO 2009/135490 A2 represent two solutions to this
problem, where regulation of the maximum flow rate
takes place through rotation of two cylindrical elements
whose degree of circumferential overlapping of the re-
spective openings allows the maximum flow rate to be
preset while the entire stroke of the pusher of the actuator
is used for the axial translation of one of the two elements
in the first case or of the entire equipment formed by the
two elements in the second, permitting the further regu-
lation of the flow rate which traverses the valve from the
preset maximum value to zero. Given the complexity of
the channels necessary for the passage of the fluid me-
dium, the methodology necessary for the variation of
these channels and the relative sliding seals between
the cylindrical components of the sets of regulation equip-
ment, both the abovementioned solutions can be realised
only by means of very heavy and voluminous metal com-
ponents which are complex to machine and therefore
very costly, or by using components made in plastic ma-
terial which is very sensitive to the environmental condi-
tions as far as thermal expansions are concerned (there-
fore problems of precision during regulation) and of lower
capacity for maintaining in time the functional features
and therefore working life of the valve.
[0016] In US 2010/0170581 A1 a solution is proposed
wherein, in order to supersede the state of the art and
pursue the declared object of bringing the reading of the
presetting outside of the zone of anchorage of the actu-
ator, the flow rate is regulated by two separate sets of
equipment, one which imposes a variation of area of an
orifice to regulate the value of the maximum flow rate,
the other which, using the entire stroke of the pusher of
the actuator, varies the opening of a second orifice in
order to modulate the flow rate. This solution, given the
complexity of the mechanisms, shares the problems of
the two previous solutions and presents a further one
thereof: since the orifice of presetting of the maximum
flow rate is separate and situated serially to that for the
modulation, when it is subject to reduction of the area
following presetting, the reduction of the area of the mod-
ulation orifice is not effective for the purpose of the var-
iation of the flow until its area becomes smaller than that
of the presetting orifice (water board phenomenon) there-
fore effectively rendering once again useless a first por-
tion of the stroke of modulation made available by the
pusher of the actuator.
[0017] The object of the invention is that of obviating
the aforesaid functional limits of the PICV valves of the
prior art.
[0018] More particularly the object of the present in-
vention is that of providing a PICV valve which has the
following features:

- maintaining of the grouping together of functions 1),
3) and 4) in a single orifice/cut-off pair;

- maintaining of the method of actuation by means of
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mobile equipment units with linear translation to al-
low the use of the linear actuators, more economical
with respect to the rotary ones;

- for the previous two points maintaining of an effective
and compact structure contained in a minimum vol-
ume with consequent saving of raw material.

[0019] The abovementioned and other objects are
achieved by the PICV valve of the present invention
which has the features of the appended independent
claim 1.
[0020] Advantageous embodiments of the invention
are disclosed by the dependent claims.
[0021] Substantially, the dynamic balancing valve for
pressure independent flow rate control according to the
invention, apt to be placed in hydraulic systems between
an upstream fluid inlet duct and a downstream outlet duct,
comprises a first functional unit "Kv" arranged between
said inlet duct and said outlet duct, comprising mobile
equipment which can be actuated manually or by means
of an actuator for setting and modifying the span of a fluid
passage orifice, and thus the valve flow rate, up to com-
plete closure; and a second functional unit "Δp" apt to
maintain the differential pressure on the two sides (be-
tween upstream and downstream) of said first unit "Kv"
constant, and therefore the set flow rate of the valve in-
dependently of the fluctuations of the pressures in the
hydraulic system, wherein said mobile equipment com-
prises main equipment and secondary equipment which
can translate linearly with respect to the main equipment
for presetting the maximum valve flow rate, the main
equipment carrying integrally the secondary equipment
and can be linearly displaced by means of said actuator
for modulating the fluid flow rate from the preset maxi-
mum one up to complete closure. Further features of the
invention will be made clearer by the following detailed
description, referred to a purely non-limiting exemplary
embodiment thereof, illustrated in the accompanying
drawings in which:

- Fig. 1 is a functional diagram of a PICV valve;
- Figs. 2a and 2b are schematic sectioned views of

the functional unit "Kv" of a PICV valve of the prior
art, respectively in the condition of maximum flow
rate which can be preset and in a condition of inter-
mediate presetting;

- Figs. 3-7 are sectioned views of a valve according
to the invention in different working conditions, in par-
ticular: Figs. 3, 4 and 5 show the valves in the con-
ditions of presetting with maximum, intermediate and
minimum flow rate, respectively, Fig. 6 shows the
valve in a condition of modulation, and Fig. 7 in the
condition of complete closure;

- Fig. 8 is an enlarged detail of the valve without ac-
tuator, in a condition of modulation different from that
of Fig. 6;

- Fig. 9 is a schematic view showing the external ap-
pearance of the valve. Referring to Figures 3 to 9,

the automatic balancing valve with pressure inde-
pendent control, which here below will be referred
to for the sake of brevity as PICV valve, has been
denoted overall by reference numeral 10.

[0022] It has a lower valve body 11 and an upper valve
body 12 restrained integrally one to the other. The lower
valve body 11 houses the aforesaid second functional
unit "Δp", suitable for maintaining constant the pressure
differential between upstream and downstream of said
first functional unit "Kv", housed substantially in said up-
per body 12.
[0023] The second functional unit "Δp" is assigned to
function 2), previously disclosed, i.e. to maintain constant
the pressure differential between upstream and down-
stream of the first functional unit "Kv", and therefore to
maintain the flow rate set independently of the fluctua-
tions of the pressures in the hydraulic system wherein
the valve is installed. The first functional unit "Kv" is in-
stead assigned the other three functions 1), 3) and 4),
respectively of presetting, modulation and complete clo-
sure (on-off) of the valve.
[0024] Referring in particular to Figure 8 a brief de-
scription is now given of the functioning of the second
functional unit "Δp" suitable for maintaining the flow rate
set, to be considered in any case in itself known.
[0025] The second unit "Δp" is placed between an inlet
duct 13 of the fluid in the valve and an outlet duct 14,
formed respectively in the lower valve body 11 and upper
valve body 12.
[0026] The second unit "Δp" comprises substantially a
tubular slider/cut-off 20 housed in a chamber C and slid-
ing axially in a hole formed in the base 21 of said chamber
C, where a dynamic seal gasket 22 is placed, in order to
vary a span 23 of passage of the fluid coming from the
inlet duct 13.
[0027] Between the tubular slider 20 and the peripheral
edge of the chamber C a diaphragm 24 is interposed,
which divides the chamber C into a lower chamber C1
and an upper chamber C2 of considerably smaller di-
mensions.
[0028] The outer perimeter edge of the diaphragm 24
is blocked between the lower body 11 and the upper body
12 of the valve, where a static seal 25 is provided, while
the inner perimeter edge is blocked in an annular groove
placed peripherally to the tubular slider 20, where a fur-
ther static seal 25’ is provided.
[0029] The fluid from the inlet duct 13 passes through
the aforesaid span 23, through the tubular slider 20, fills
the abovementioned upper chamber C2, traverses an
orifice 26 formed in the upper wall 27 of the chamber C,
coinciding with the base wall of the upper body valve 12
and exits through the outlet duct 14.
[0030] The span of the aforesaid orifice 26, which de-
termines the flow rate of the valve, is determined by the
position of the cut-off of the unit "Kv", as will be described
in greater detail here below.
[0031] A spring 28 acts on the tubular slider 20, which
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spring tends to push it in the direction of forward move-
ment of the fluid, maintaining the diaphragm 24 in a po-
sition of equilibrium.
[0032] In the configuration shown, upstream of the
valve, in the inlet duct 13, there is a pressure of the fluid
P1, which is reduced to P2 in the tubular slider 20 for the
passage through the narrowing 23, and is reduced further
to P3 downstream of the valve, in the outlet duct 14, due
to the further narrowing through the span 26.
[0033] In the abovementioned upper chamber C2
reigns the same pressure P2 that is inside the tubular
slider 20, since a span of passage of the fluid exists be-
tween the upper edge of the tubular slider 20 and the
upper wall 27 of the chamber C, while in the aforesaid
lower chamber C1 reigns the same pressure P3 existing
downstream of the valve, given that there is a channel
29 which places in communication the outlet duct 14 with
the chamber C1.
[0034] The structure of the unit "Δp" is such as to main-
tain always the same pressure differential P2-P3 on either
side of the functional unit "Kv", and this is determined by
the diaphragm 24, whose possible movement actuates
the cut-off 20, which diaphragm is held in a position of
equilibrium by the contrast between the action of the
spring 28 and the difference between the pressures P2
and P3 which reign respectively in the upper chamber C2
and in the lower chamber C1, these pressures acting on
the opposite surfaces of the diaphragm.
[0035] If, for whatsoever reason, the pressure P1 up-
stream of the valve should increase, this would cause an
increase in the pressure P2 in the upper chamber C2
causing a displacement downwards of the slider 20, and
therefore a narrowing of the span 23 and a consequent
decrease in the pressure P2, maintaining, if the spring
28 is well calculated, the pressure differential between
P2 and P3 virtually constant.
[0036] Contrarily, if the pressure P1 upstream of the
valve were to decrease, the pressure P2 in said upper
chamber C2 would decrease, so that the pressure P3 in
the lower chamber C1 tends to push upwards the dia-
phragm 24 and therefore the slider 20, widening the span
23 and making the pressure P2, increase and therefore
returning the pressure differential P2- P3 to the initial val-
ue.
[0037] A more detailed description is now given of the
functional unit "Kv" according to the invention, performing
the abovementioned functions 1), 3) and 4).
[0038] It comprises double mobile linear equipment 30,
housed in a cylindrical seat 31 of the upper valve body
12, and is made up of main equipment 32, responsible
for the function of modulation of the flow rate 3) and the
on-off function 4), moved by a linear actuator 40, as will
be explained in greater detail here below, and by second
mobile linear equipment 33, responsible for the function
1) of presetting, coaxial to the previous one and whose
relative position can be made to vary manually.
[0039] As shown in the drawings, the main mobile
equipment 32, or modulating equipment, is made up of

a hollow cylindrical body with several sections 34, mount-
ed with the possibility of axial sliding in an outer sleeve
35, attached by means of a ring nut 36 to the upper valve
body 12.
[0040] In the embodiment illustrated in the accompa-
nying drawings, the ring nut 36 is attached through screw-
ing to the upper valve body 12, and between the two
elements a static seal gasket 37 is interposed, as also
through screwing the sleeve 35 is restrained to the ring
nut 36.
[0041] Other types of coupling between these ele-
ments are however possible, as it is also possible to pro-
vide the sleeve 35 and the ring nut 36 in a single body.
[0042] Between the main equipment 32 and the sleeve
35 a helical spring 38 is placed, which tends to push the
main equipment towards the actuator 40, with interposi-
tion of a block 50 provided with a rod 51.
[0043] The hollow cylindrical body 34 of the main
equipment 32 has below a widening 60 which goes to
abut against the lower edge of the sleeve 35, and having
at the lower end, made in metal or resilient material, a
conical bevel 61, suitable for abutting against a conical
hole 62, provided in said base wall 27 of the upper valve
body 12, coaxial to and wider than said orifice 26, to de-
termine the complete closure of the passage of fluid as
will be explained in greater detail here below.
[0044] A dynamic seal gasket 39 is placed between
the hollow cylindrical body 34 of the main equipment 32
and the outer sleeve 35.
[0045] The upper end of stroke of the main equipment
32 is determined by an annular widening 52, against
which the abovementioned helical spring 38 acts, which
goes to abut against an internal step 53 of the ring nut
36, as well as the possible abutting of the lower widening
60 of the main equipment against the lower edge of the
sleeve 35.
[0046] Second mobile equipment or secondary equip-
ment 33, which is required to perform the function of pre-
setting of the valve, is placed inside the main equipment
32 and can translate axially with respect thereto by
means of a screw coupling 71. A dynamic seal gasket
73 is placed between the two items of equipment.
[0047] The secondary equipment 33 is made up of a
cylindrical pin 70 housed in the hollow cylindrical body
34 of the main equipment 32 and has above an annular
flange 72 projecting radially, housed in a seat 74 deter-
mined by an upper cylindrical skirt 75 of the main body
32, of greater diameter with respect to the body 34, with
which it forms an inner step 76, against which said an-
nular flange 72 abuts, determining a lower end of stroke
of the translation of the secondary equipment 33.
[0048] The outer surface of the skirt 75 has the shape
of a polygonal prism (hexagonal, octagonal, etc.) suitable
for axially sliding freely in a seat of corresponding pris-
matic geometry obtained in the ring nut 36 but to prevent
the relative rotation thereof, so that when the secondary
equipment 33 is screwed or unscrewed for setting the
maximum flow rate, the main equipment 32 is prevented
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from rotating, thus allowing that the screwing/unscrewing
action on the secondary equipment 33 is always followed
by the relative axial sliding with respect to the main equip-
ment 32.
[0049] The body or pin 70 of the secondary equipment
33 has below a conical tip 77, suitable for housing partially
in the abovementioned orifice 26 formed in the base wall
27 of the upper valve body 12, in order to vary the span
of passage of the fluid, and therefore the flow rate of the
valve.
[0050] The configuration of the conical tip 77 is such
that in the position of maximum insertion in the orifice 26
(see Figure 7) it does not close completely the span of
passage of the fluid.
[0051] The pin 70 also has, at the base of the aforesaid
conical tip 77, an annular raised part 78, suitable for abut-
ting against an inner annular shoulder 79 of the main
equipment 32, in order to determine an upper end of
stroke position of the secondary equipment 33 with re-
spect to the main equipment 32 (see Figure 3).
[0052] The translation of the secondary equipment 33
with respect to the main equipment 32 is normally per-
formed manually, removing the actuator 40 and the block
50, and acting for example with an Allen key (not shown)
in a corresponding shaped hole 80 provided above the
pin 70.
[0053] Naturally other methods of regulation of the po-
sition of the secondary equipment 33 with respect to the
main equipment 32 are contemplated, even without the
removal of the actuator 40, providing for example a radial
hole in the ring nut 36 and in the skirt 75, for the intro-
duction of a tool which allows the rotation of the pin 70
or an inlet in the lower valve body 12 via which entry is
possible with appropriate mechanical means suitable for
varying the positioning of the mobile equipment 33.
[0054] In the accompanying drawings the actuator 40
is shown at schematic level, and is mounted on the valve
body, more specifically on said ring nut 36 by means of
a screw attachment 41.
[0055] In this case too other types of attachment of the
actuator 40 are obviously possible, which actuator is for
example a small electric motor which goes to act with a
pusher 42 on the rod 51 of the block 50 for the transmis-
sion of motion to the functional unit "Kv". In the accom-
panying drawings the pusher 42 is schematised with a
stem which projects in a differentiated manner from the
actuator 40 according to the working conditions of the
valve, as will now be described.
[0056] Referring in particular to Figures 3 to 7, a de-
scription will now be given of the different modes of func-
tioning of the PICV valve according to the invention.
[0057] First of all the condition of maximum flow rate
allowed for the valve is established, and this is obtained
by performing a presetting by acting manually on the sec-
ondary equipment 33, making it translate linearly with
respect to the main equipment 32, without this entailing
a displacement of the main equipment with respect to
the actuator 40, which remains inactive and therefore

has not had to use part of the stroke of the pusher 42,
as can be seen in Figures 3, 4 and 5.
[0058] These drawings illustrate respectively a preset-
ting wherein there is a maximum flow rate, i.e. minimum
occlusion of the orifice 26, with the pin 70 of the secondary
equipment in the position of upper end of stroke (Figure
3); a presetting wherein there is an intermediate flow rate
(Figure 4); and a presetting wherein there is a minimum
flow rate, determined by the maximum linear translation
of the secondary equipment 33 with respect to the main
equipment 32, wherein the abovementioned annular
flange 72 of the secondary equipment abuts against the
step 76 of the main equipment.
[0059] As mentioned, in these conditions of presetting
there has been no displacement of the pusher 42 of the
actuator, which therefore retains its entire stroke in order
to actuate the main equipment 32, and therefore the en-
tire unit "Kv" in order to perform modulation of the flow
rate.
[0060] In fact, once presetting has been carried out,
making the secondary equipment translate with respect
to the main equipment, the assembly of the two items of
equipment behaves as if it were a single block, so that
the presetting second equipment 33 will be drawn by the
movement of the modulating main equipment 32, creat-
ing a corresponding change in the span of passage of
the fluid with consequent action of modulating control on
the flow rate.
[0061] This is shown in Figure 6, where it can be seen
that, starting from a condition of presetting with minimum
flow rate (Figure 5), the pusher 42 of the actuator 40 has
caused a displacement downwards of the entire unit "Kv"
constituted by the two mobile items of equipment, in con-
trast to the action of the spring 38, reducing the span of
passage of the fluid 26.
[0062] For the complete closure of the valve (on-off
function) in the position of Figure 6, the actuator 40 is
actuated further making the pusher 42 project further and
which, acting on the motion transmission rod 51, further
lowers the assembly of the two items of equipment, bring-
ing the conical bevel 61 in sealed abutment against the
aforesaid conical hole 62 coaxial and external to the or-
ifice 26 of regulation of the flow rate (Figure 7). From
what has been disclosed the advantages appear clear
of the PICV valve according to the invention due to the
doubling of the mobile equipment.
[0063] In fact the double mobile equipment structure
allows, although maintaining the advantages present in
the solution described in the prior art, separation of man-
ual presetting of the maximum flow rate from modulation
of the position of the regulation equipment: whatever the
setting of the presetting starting from the position of max-
imum opening of the valve was, it will remain available
to the actuator for the displacements necessary for the
further reduction in the span of passage necessary for
the modulating regulation again for the entire stroke pro-
vided in the design for the travel of the main equipment.
The entire modulating regulation is distributed always
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over the entire length of the stroke available, therefore
maintaining reduced to a minimum the influence of the
mechanical tolerances of machining and assembly of the
components. The modulating regulation will therefore be
found to have the maximum possible effect also due to
the strong reductions in the maximum flow rate preset.
[0064] The component materials of the valve are pref-
erably metals such as brass, bronze, steel and the like.
[0065] The "Δp" unit, suitable for maintaining constant
the set flow rate of the valve independently of the fluctu-
ations of the pressures, can obviously be shaped differ-
ently from what is illustrated in the accompanying draw-
ings.
Other interconnections may be provided between the two
items of mobile equipment and between the latter and
the valve body.
[0066] For example the two mobile linear items of
equipment 32 and 33 can work with pulling rather than
pushing by the actuator 40, in which case the respective
cut-offs, appropriately shaped, are placed below the re-
spective orifices of passage of the fluid, rather than above
as shown in the drawings, working therefore in favour of
the flow, rather than in opposition.
[0067] The reversal of the functions between the ex-
ternal/internal items of linear equipment can also be pro-
vided.
[0068] The presence of devices for indicating the de-
gree of positioning of the cut-offs of the two items of equip-
ment can also be provided, for example with the provision
of graduated scales.
[0069] Naturally the invention is not limited to the par-
ticular embodiment previously described and illustrated
in the accompanying drawings, but numerous detailed
changes may be made thereto, within the reach of the
person skilled in the art, without thereby departing from
the scope of the invention itself as defined in the append-
ed claims.

Claims

1. Pressure independent flow rate control valve (PICV),
apt to be placed in hydraulic systems between an
upstream fluid inlet duct (13) and a downstream out-
let duct (14), comprising a first functional unit (Kv)
arranged between said inlet duct (13) and said outlet
duct (14), comprising mobile equipment (30) which
can be actuated manually or by means of an actuator
(40) for setting and modifying the span of an orifice
of passage of the fluid, and thus the valve flow rate,
up to complete closure; and a second functional unit
(Δp) apt to maintain constant the differential pressure
(P2-P3) between upstream and downstream sides of
said first unit (Kv) and thus the set flow rate of the
valve independently of the fluctuations of the pres-
sure in the hydraulic system, wherein said mobile
equipment (30) comprises main equipment (32) car-
rying integrally a secondary equipment (33), and be-

ing displaceable by manual actuation or by means
of said actuator (40) for modulating the flow rate of
the fluid from a preset maximum flow rate up to com-
plete closure
characterised in that the secondary equipment (33)
can linearly shift with respect to the main equipment
(32) for presetting said maximum flow rate of the
valve.

2. Valve according to claim 1, further characterised in
that said main equipment (32) and said secondary
equipment (33) are coaxial one to the other and act
on respective coaxial orifices (62, 26) of passage of
the fluid.

3. Valve according to claim 2, wherein said main equip-
ment (32) and said secondary equipment (33) are
made integral by means of a threaded coupling (71).

4. Valve according to any one of claims 2 or 3, wherein
elastic means (38) are provided, acting on said main
equipment (32) in contrast to the action of said ac-
tuator (40).

5. Valve according to any one of claims 2 to 4, wherein
said secondary equipment (33) is placed inside said
main equipment (32).

6. Valve according to claim 5, wherein said main equip-
ment (32) is housed in a containment sleeve (35),
where said elastic means (38) are placed, which tend
to push the main equipment (32) towards said actu-
ator (40), the latter working by thrust, by means of a
pusher (42) and a transmission rod (51) which trans-
mits the motion to the main equipment (32), to bring
the items of equipment (32, 33) close to said orifices
(62,26).

7. Valve according to claim 6, wherein said secondary
equipment (33) has a conical tip (77) shaped in such
a way as not to completely occlude the correspond-
ing orifice (26) when the items of equipment are in
the end of stroke position, while the main equipment
(32) has an end surface (61), made in metal or re-
silient material, suitable for interacting with said ori-
fice (62) for preventing the passage of the fluid, so
as to cause a complete closure of the valve.

8. Valve according to any one of claims 5 to 7, wherein
said secondary equipment (33), housed in the main
equipment (32), has the shape of a cylindrical pin
having an upper annular flange (72) housed in a wid-
ened skirt (75) of the main equipment (32) and suit-
able for abutting against a step (76) formed in the
latter in the lower end of stroke position determining
the minimum flow rate presetting condition, while at
the base of said conical tip (77) an annular projection
(78) is provided, suitable for abutting against a step
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(79) of the main equipment (32) in the upper end of
stroke position of the secondary equipment, corre-
sponding to the maximum flow rate presetting con-
dition.

9. Valve according to claim 8, wherein the outer surface
of the skirt (75) has the shape of a polygonal prism
suitable for axially sliding freely in a seat of corre-
sponding prismatic geometry obtained in a ring nut
(36) but for preventing the relative rotation thereof,
so that when the secondary equipment (33) is
screwed or unscrewed for setting the maximum flow
rate, the main equipment (32) is prevented from ro-
tating, thus allowing the screwing/unscrewing action
on the secondary equipment (33) to be always fol-
lowed by the relative axial sliding with respect to the
main equipment (32).

10. Valve according to any one of the preceding claims,
further characterised in that a body of the valve
comprises a lower valve body (11) and an upper
valve body (12) integrally joined one to the other,
said second functional unit (Δp) being housed in the
lower valve body (11) and said first functional unit
(Kv) being housed in the upper valve body (12), in
the bottom wall (27) whereof said orifices (26, 62)
are formed.

11. Valve according to claim 10, wherein said second
functional unit (Δp) comprises a tubular slider (20)
positioned below said orifice (26) and pushed in the
direction of this orifice (26), without completely oc-
cluding it, by the action of a spring (28), said tubular
slider (20) being housed in a chamber (C) which is
divided into a lower chamber (C1) and an upper
chamber (C2) by a diaphragm (24) having the shape
of a circular crown, whose outer peripheral edge is
blocked by said lower (11) and said upper (12) valve
bodies and whose inner edge is restrained to the
tubular slider (20), which is axially mobile for modi-
fying an inlet span of the fluid (23) as a function of
the pressures (P2, P3) which act respectively in said
upper chamber (C2) and in said lower chamber (C1),
in order to maintain the differential pressure between
(P2) and (P3) under control.

Patentansprüche

1. Druckunabhängiges Durchflussregelventil (PICV),
das dafür geeignet ist, in Hydraulikanlagen zwischen
einer stromaufwärts gelegenen Fluideinlassleitung
(13) und einer stromabwärts gelegenen Auslasslei-
tung (14) angeordnet zu werden, wobei es eine erste
Funktionseinheit (Kv), die zwischen der Einlasslei-
tung (13) und der Auslassleitung (14) angeordnet
ist, die eine mobile Apparatur (30) umfasst, die ma-
nuell oder mit Hilfe eines Stellantriebs (40) betätigt

werden kann zum Einstellen und Modifizieren der
Spannweite einer Durchgangsöffnung des Fluids
und folglich des Ventildurchflusses, bis zu einem
vollständigen Verschluss, und eine zweite Funkti-
onseinheit (Δp), die dafür geeignet ist, den Differenz-
druck (P2-P3) zwischen der stromaufwärts und der
stromabwärts gelegenen Seite der ersten Einheit
(Kv) und folglich den eingestellten Durchfluss des
Ventils unabhängig von den Schwankungen des
Drucks in der Hydraulikanlage konstant zu halten,
umfasst,
wobei die mobile Apparatur (30) eine Hauptappara-
tur (32) umfasst, die integral eine sekundäre Appa-
ratur (33) trägt und durch manuelle Betätigung der
mit Hilfe des Stellantriebs (40) verschiebbar ist zum
Modulieren des Durchflusses des Fluids von einem
voreingestellten maximalen Durchfluss bis zu einem
vollständigen Verschluss, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass sich die sekundäre Apparatur (33) in Be-
zug auf die Hauptapparatur (32) linear verschieben
kann zum Voreinstellen des maximalen Durchflus-
ses des Ventils.

2. Ventil nach Anspruch 1, ferner dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die Hauptapparatur (32) und die se-
kundäre Apparatur (33) koaxial zueinander sind und
auf jeweilige koaxiale Öffnungen (62, 26) des Durch-
gangs des Fluids einwirken.

3. Ventil nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Hauptapparatur
(32) und die sekundäre Apparatur (33) mit Hilfe einer
Gewindekupplung (71) integral hergestellt sind.

4. Ventil nach einem der Ansprüche 2 oder 3, wobei
elastische Mittel (38) bereitgestellt werden, die ge-
gen die Wirkung des Stellantriebs (40) auf die Haupt-
apparatur (32) einwirken.

5. Ventil nach einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 4, wobei die
sekundäre Apparatur (33) innerhalb der Hauptappa-
ratur (32) angeordnet ist.

6. Ventil nach Anspruch 5, wobei die Hauptapparatur
(32) in einer Umschließungshülle (35) untergebracht
ist, wo die elastischen Mittel (38) angeordnet sind,
die dazu neigen, die Hauptapparatur (32) zu dem
Stellantrieb (40) hin zu schieben, wobei der Letztere
durch Schub arbeitet, mit Hilfe einer Schubvorrich-
tung (42) und einer Übertragungsstange (51), wel-
che die Bewegung auf die Hauptapparatur (32) über-
tragt, um die Apparaturelemente (32, 33) nahe an
die Öffnungen (62, 26) zu bringen.

7. Ventil nach Anspruch 6, wobei die sekundäre Appa-
ratur (33) eine konische Spitze (77) hat, die auf eine
solche Weise geformt ist, dass sie die entsprechen-
de Öffnung (26) nicht vollständig verschließt, wenn
sich die Apparaturelemente in der Hub-Endstellung
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befinden, während die Hauptapparatur (32) eine
Stirnfläche (61) hat, die in Metall oder einem elasti-
schen Material hergestellt ist, geeignet, um mit der
Öffnung (62) in Wechselwirkung zu treten, um den
Durchgang des Fluids zu verhindern, um so einen
vollständigen Verschluss des Ventils zu bewirken.

8. Ventil nach einem der Ansprüche 5 bis 7, wobei die
sekundäre Apparatur (33), die in der Hauptapparatur
(32) untergebracht ist, die Form eines zylindrischen
Stiftes hat, der einen oberen ringförmigen Flansch
(72) hat, der in einem erweiterten Saum (75) der
Hauptapparatur (32) untergebracht und zum Ansto-
ßen an eine Stufe (76) geeignet ist, die in der Letz-
teren geformt ist, in der unteren Hub-Endstellung,
die den Voreinstellungszustand eines minimalen
Durchflusses bestimmt, während an der Basis der
konischen Spitze (77) ein ringförmiger Vorsprung
(78) bereitgestellt wird, der geeignet ist zum Ansto-
ßen an eine Stufe (79) der Hauptapparatur (32) in
der oberen Hub-Endstellung der sekundären Appa-
ratur, die dem Voreinstellungszustand eines maxi-
malen Durchflusses entspricht.

9. Ventil nach Anspruch 8, wobei die Außenfläche des
Saums (75) die Form eines vieleckigen Prismas hat,
geeignet zum freien axialen Gleiten in einem Sitz mit
einer entsprechenden prismatischen Geometrie, die
in einer Ringmutter (36) erhalten wird, aber zum Ver-
hindern der verhältnismäßigen Drehung desselben,
so dass, wenn die sekundäre Apparatur (33) aufge-
schraubt oder abgeschraubt wird zum Einstellen des
maximalen Durchflusses, die Hauptapparatur (32)
am Drehen gehindert wird, was folglich ermöglicht,
dass die Aufschraube-/Abschraubebewegung an
der sekundären Apparatur (33) immer von dem ver-
hältnismäßigen axialen Gleiten in Bezug auf die
Hauptapparatur (32) gefolgt wird.

10. Ventil nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche,
ferner dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass ein Gehäu-
se des Ventils ein unteres Ventilgehäuse (11) und
ein oberes Ventilgehäuse (12), die integral mitein-
ander verbunden sind, umfasst, wobei die zweite
Funktionseinheit (Δp) in dem unteren Ventilgehäuse
(11) untergebracht ist und die erste Funktionseinheit
(Kv) in dem oberen Ventilgehäuse (12) unterge-
bracht ist, in dessen Bodenwand (27) die Öffnungen
(26, 62) geformt sind.

11. Ventil nach Anspruch 10, wobei die zweite Funkti-
onseinheit (Δp) einen röhrenförmigen Schieber (20)
umfasst, der unterhalb der Öffnung (26) positioniert
und in der Richtung dieser Öffnung (26) geschoben
wird, ohne sie vollständig zu verschließen, durch die
Wirkung einer Feder (28), und der röhrenförmige
Schieber (20) in einer Kammer (C) untergebracht ist,
die in eine untere Kammer (C1) und eine obere Kam-

mer (C2) geteilt ist durch eine Membran (24), welche
die Form einer kreisförmigen Krone hat, deren äu-
ßere Umfangskante durch das untere (11) und das
obere (12) Ventilgehäuse blockiert wird und deren
innere Kante an den röhrenförmigen Schieber (20)
eingespannt ist, der in Axialrichtung beweglich ist
zum Modifizieren einer Einlass-Spannweite des Flu-
ids (23) in Abhängigkeit von den Drücken (P2, P3),
die jeweils in der oberen Kammer (C2) beziehungs-
weise in der unteren Kammer (C 1) wirken, um den
Differenzdruck zwischen (P2) und (P3) unter Kontrol-
le zu halten.

Revendications

1. Vanne de commande de débit indépendamment de
la pression (PICV), apte à être placée dans des sys-
tèmes hydrauliques entre un conduit d’admission de
fluide en amont (13) et un conduit d’évacuation en
aval (14), comprenant une première unité fonction-
nelle (Kv) disposée entre ledit conduit d’admission
(13) et ledit conduit d’évacuation (14), comprenant
un équipement mobile (30) susceptible d’être action-
né manuellement ou au moyen d’un actionneur (40)
pour le réglage et la modification de l’envergure d’un
orifice de passage du fluide, et donc du débit de van-
ne, jusqu’à la fermeture complète ; et une deuxième
unité fonctionnelle (Δp) apte à maintenir la pression
différentielle (P2-P3) constante entre les côtés amont
et aval de ladite première unité (Kv), et donc le débit
réglé de la vanne indépendamment des variations
de pression dans le système hydraulique,
dans laquelle ledit équipement mobile (30) com-
prend un équipement principal (32) portant intégra-
lement un équipement secondaire (33) et déplaçable
par une commande manuelle ou au moyen dudit ac-
tionneur (40) pour moduler le débit du fluide, d’un
débit maximum prédéfini à une fermeture complète,
caractérisée en ce que l’équipement secondaire
(33) peut se déplacer linéairement par rapport à
l’équipement principal (32) pour prérégler ledit débit
maximum de la vanne.

2. Vanne selon la revendication 1, en outre caractéri-
sée en ce que ledit équipement principal (32) et ledit
équipement secondaire (33) sont coaxiaux l’un par
rapport à l’autre et agissent sur des orifices coaxiaux
(62, 26) respectifs de passage du fluide.

3. Vanne selon la revendication 2, dans laquelle ledit
équipement principal (32) et ledit équipement secon-
daire (33) sont conçus intégralement au moyen d’un
couplage fileté (71).

4. Vanne selon l’une quelconque des revendications 2
ou 3, dans laquelle il est prévu des moyens élasti-
ques (38) agissant sur ledit équipement principal
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(32) en contraste avec l’action dudit actionneur (40).

5. Vanne selon l’une quelconque des revendications 2
à 4, dans laquelle ledit équipement secondaire (33)
est placé à l’intérieur dudit équipement principal (32).

6. Vanne selon la revendication 5, dans laquelle ledit
équipement principal (32) est logé dans un manchon
de confinement (35) dans lequel sont placés lesdits
moyens élastiques (38), ceux-ci ayant tendance à
pousser l’équipement principal (32) vers ledit action-
neur (40), celui-ci fonctionnant par poussée, à l’aide
d’un poussoir (42) et d’une tige de transmission (51)
transmettant le mouvement à l’équipement principal
(32), pour rapprocher les éléments d’équipement
(32, 33) desdits orifices (62, 26).

7. Vanne selon la revendication 6, dans laquelle ledit
équipement secondaire (33) comporte une pointe
conique (77) formée de manière à ne pas obstruer
complètement l’orifice (26) correspondant lorsque
les éléments d’équipement sont dans la position de
fin de course, tandis que l’équipement principal (32)
comporte une surface finale (61) constituée d’un mé-
tal ou d’un matériau élastique, appropriée pour inte-
ragir avec ledit orifice (62) pour empêcher le passage
du fluide, de manière à causer la fermeture complète
de la vanne.

8. Vanne selon l’une quelconque des revendications 5
à 7, dans laquelle ledit équipement secondaire (33),
logé dans l’équipement principal (32), présente la
forme d’une broche cylindrique comportant une bri-
de annulaire supérieure (72) logée dans une colle-
rette élargie (75) de l’équipement principal (32) et
appropriée pour buter contre un gradin (76) formé
dans celui-ci dans la position de fin de course infé-
rieure déterminant l’état de préréglage de débit mi-
nimum, tandis qu’à la base de ladite pointe conique
(77), il est prévu une saillie annulaire (78) appropriée
pour buter contre un gradin (79) de l’équipement
principal (32) dans la position de fin de course su-
périeure de l’équipement secondaire, correspon-
dant à l’état de préréglage de débit maximum.

9. Vanne selon la revendication 8, dans laquelle la sur-
face extérieure de la collerette (75) présente la forme
d’un prisme polygonal approprié pour coulisser axia-
lement et librement dans un siège présentant une
géométrie prismatique correspondante obtenue
dans une rainure annulaire (36) mais pour empêcher
la rotation relative de celle-ci, de telle façon que lors-
que l’équipement secondaire (33) est vissé ou dé-
vissé pour régler le débit maximum, l’équipement
principal (32) est empêché de tourner, permettant
ainsi à l’action de vissage/dévissage sur l’équipe-
ment secondaire (33) d’être toujours suivie par le
coulissement axial relatif par rapport à l’équipement

principal (32).

10. Vanne selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, en outre caractérisée en ce qu’un
corps de la vanne comprend un corps de vanne in-
férieur (11) et un corps de vanne supérieur (12) in-
tégralement reliés l’un à l’autre, ladite deuxième uni-
té fonctionnelle (Δp) étant logée dans le corps de
vanne inférieur (11) et ladite première unité fonction-
nelle (Kv) étant logée dans le corps de vanne supé-
rieur (12), lesdits orifices (26, 62) étant formés dans
la paroi de fond (27) de ceux-ci.

11. Vanne selon la revendication 10, dans laquelle ladite
deuxième unité fonctionnelle (Δp) comprend un cou-
lisseau tubulaire (20) positionné en dessous dudit
orifice (26) et poussé dans la direction de cet orifice
(26), dans l’obstruer complètement, par l’action d’un
ressort (28), ledit coulisseau tubulaire (20) étant logé
dans une chambre (C) divisée en une chambre in-
férieure (C1) et une chambre supérieure (C2) par un
diaphragme (24) présentant la forme d’une couron-
ne circulaire, dont le bord périphérique extérieur est
bloqué par lesdits corps de vanne inférieur (11) et
supérieur (12), et dont le bord intérieur est retenu
dans le coulisseau tubulaire (20), lequel est axiale-
ment mobile pour modifier une envergure d’admis-
sion du fluide (23) comme une fonction des pres-
sions (P2, P3) agissant respectivement dans ladite
chambre supérieur (C2) et dans ladite chambre in-
férieure (C1), afin de maintenir la pression différen-
tielle entre (P2) et (P3) sous contrôle.
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